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ABSTRACT

In this work, we propose a novel method for vocabulary se-
lection to automatically adapt automatic speech recognition
systems to the diverse topics that occur in educational and sci-
entific lectures. Utilizing materials that are available before
the lecture begins, such as lecture slides, our proposed frame-
work iteratively searches for related documents on the web
and generates a lecture-specific vocabulary based on the re-
sulting documents. In this paper, we propose a novel method
for vocabulary selection where we first collect documents
similar to an initial seed document and then rank the resulting
vocabulary based on a score which is calculated using a com-
bination of word features. This is a critical component for
adaptation that has typically been overlooked in prior works.
On the interACT German-English simultaneous lecture trans-
lation system our proposed approach significantly improved
vocabulary coverage, reducing the out-of-vocabulary rate, on
average by 57.0% and up to 84.9%, compared to a lecture-
independent baseline. Furthermore, our approach reduced
the word error rate, by 12.5% on average and up to 25.3%,
compared to a lecture-independent baseline.

Index Terms— Vocabulary selection, automatic speech
recognition, language model adaptation

1. INTRODUCTION

Recent advances in streaming technologies now allow re-
search talks and lectures to be broadcasted live across edu-
cational institutes around the world. This provides students
with unprecedented access to educational content no matter
their physical location. However, although physical barri-
ers are reduced, language barriers remain. Lectures may be
presented in a language the student cannot understand thus
limiting the usefulness of such content. Similarly, due to the
lack of subtitles, live audio-video content is unsuitable for the
hearing impaired. To overcome these barriers, recent works
have investigated both the use of speech-translation technolo-
gies to translate lectures in real-time [1] and real-time lecture
transcription for the hearing impaired [2]. Although useful,
the biggest downfall of these technologies is portability since
they rely on a automatic speech recognition (ASR) system

which are generally optimized to a specific lecture topic. For
each new topic, significant effort and cost is required to man-
ually transcribe similar lectures, without which the system
will generally perform poorly. In this work, we propose to
overcome this limitation by introducing approaches to auto-
matically adapt ASR systems to the diverse topics that occur
in educational and scientific lectures.

In modern ASR systems, speech recognition is performed
by applying search across three models, an acoustic model,
which models the phonetic units in the input speech, a lan-
guage model (LM), which models the likelihood of word se-
quences, and a recognition vocabulary, which models the pro-
nunciation of individual words. The recognition vocabulary
has to be small enough to allow real-time processing but re-
main large enough to cover the vocabulary used within the
lecture. If a word is not present in the active system vocabu-
lary it cannot be recognized and will often lead to additional
errors to the surrounding content. When the mismatch be-
tween the training data used to build the ASR system and the
topic of conversation is severe, vocabulary coverage is poor
leading to a high number of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) words,
low recognition accuracy and low intelligibility in the result-
ing transcript. For effective adaptation, vocabulary coverage
is a key component that prior works have often overlooked.

There have been a number of recent works that have pro-
posed methods to deal with the diversity of topics encoun-
tered in lecture speech. In [1], a topic-independent system
vocabulary was selected based on word occurrence counts
in both in-domain and out-of-domain corpora and lecture-
independent models for speech recognition were built using
these corpora. Lecture-independent models were the goal in
this work and no lecture-specific adaptation was performed.
In [3], an approach for language model (LM) adaptation using
web data was introduced but vocabulary adaptation was not
considered. An approach for joint vocabulary and LM adap-
tation was introduced in [4] in which words from the lecture
slides were first added to the active system vocabulary and
then LM adaptation, similar to [3], was performed. Within the
MIT Spoken Lecture Processing Project [5] a lecture-specific
vocabulary was adapted to the lecture using manually pro-
vided supplemental text, including slides, journal articles, and
book chapters, which were made available prior to the lec-
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ture. Although the adaptation approaches described above
were shown to be effective compared to non-adapted systems,
they did not significantly improve the vocabulary coverage
thus limiting the usefulness of these approaches. In this work,
we propose a novel approach to improve vocabulary cover-
age based on a feature-based vocabulary ranking scheme ap-
plied on documents automatically collected from the WWW.
Our proposed approach improves vocabulary coverage, LM
perplexity, and speech recognition accuracy compared to a
lecture-independent system.

2. UNSUPERVISED VOCABULARY SELECTION

The vocabulary used by a presenter during a lecture can be
seen as a combination of two vocabularies as described in
[5]: A topic-independent lecture vocabulary, which contains
vocabulary common to spontaneous speech, and a topic-
dependent vocabulary. Our proposed approach for vocabulary
selection uses a similar breakdown. We begin with a topic-
independent lecture vocabulary, which consists of stop words
and common words used in spontaneous lecture speech (in
the experimental evaluation described in Section 3 our com-
mon vocabulary consisted of 1788 words). In addition to
this vocabulary, we then select a topic-specific vocabulary for
each lecture based on a set of initial seed documents, for ex-
ample lecture-slides, handouts or book chapters. Using these
seed documents, our proposed system automatically collects a
large corpus of related documents from the World-Wide-Web
and then an active recognition vocabulary is selected using a
feature-based word ranking computed using this corpus.

2.1. Document Collection

The document collection process is performed in four steps:

1. Word Extraction: First, text from the lecture slides
is extracted, cleaned (symbols, punctuation, and casing
are removed), and split into individual words. The re-
sulting word-list is then verified against an extremely
large vocabulary1 to remove erroneous words that were
introduced during the extraction process.

2. Query Selection: Next, search queries are gener-
ate from the lecture slides. Here, short phrases of
up to three words which do not contain any topic-
independent vocabulary are selected as search queries.

3. Web-Search: Web-search2 is then performed. For each
search query, the 50 highest ranked documents are se-
lected and the text from the resulting documents (web
page or PDF file) are extracted.

1Unigram occurrence in the Google Book Ngrams dataset available at
http://ngrams.googlelabs.com/datasets.

2Search is performed using the Microsoft Bing search engine.

4. Language Verification: For each document, language
verification is performed to ensure that it is actually in
the required language. When the percentage of topic-
independent vocabulary in the document is below 30%
the document is removed from further processing.

2.2. Vocabulary Ranking and Selection

After document collection, the resulting vocabulary is too
large to be incorporated directly into an ASR system (in our
work we observed vocabularies between 135k and 850k) and
thus a smaller active recognition vocabulary must be selected.
To select words for this smaller vocabulary, a ranking score
for each word is computed. Words with the highest score are
added to the vocabulary until the desired vocabulary size is
reached. The ranking score is based on different word fea-
tures. These features range from simple counts, such as word
frequency ("VocCount") and number of documents the word
occurs in ("DocCount"), to more powerful features which
have been found to be effective in information retrieval,
including cosine similarity ("DocCosineCount") and tf-idf
("tfCosineTfidf"). In total, we compared the effectiveness of
21 different features for the proposed vocabulary selection
task. These are described in detail in [6]. For vocabulary
ranking, we compared different scoring functions s(w) to
compute the ranking of each word w based on its specific
word features fi(w):

1. Single Feature Score: The score ssingle,i(w) is based
on one single feature fi(w) (e.g. DocCount).

ssingle,i(w) = fi(w) (1)

2. Linear Feature Combination Score: The score
slinear(w) is defined as a linear weighting of two
or more features. For example:

slinear,i,j(w) = ! · fi(w) + (1! !) · fj(w) (2)

3. Gaussian Mixture Model Score: The score sgmm(w)
is based on the likelihood ratio of two Gaussian Mix-
ture Models (GMMs). Two GMMs are trained, one
on words which occur in a specific lecture and one on
words which do not occur. The score sgmm(w) is the
difference in the log-likelihood of a word feature vec-
tor for each of these GMMs. For example with the word
feature vector fi,j(w) =

!
fi(w) fj(w)

"T :

sgmm,i,j(w) = log Pin(fi,j(w))!log Pout(fi,j(w)) (3)

2.3. Lecture-specific Language Modeling

Once an active vocabulary has been selected, we adapt the
language model (LM) to be applied during recognition us-
ing an approach similar to [3]. First, we train a lecture-
independent LM using a large lecture-independent corpora.
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Then, for each lecture we train a separate LM using the
lecture slides and the resulting web documents found with
our document collection approach (section 2.1). A lecture-
specific LM is subsequently generated by interpolating this
LM. For this interpolation, we use fixed interpolation weights
of 0.5 in our experimental evaluation.

3. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We evaluated the effectiveness of the proposed method on
the German speech recognition component in our German-
English Simultaneous Lecture Translation system [1]. The
evaluation was performed on six lectures held at Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology, in 2009 and 2010. The lectures con-
sisted of a variety of topics: Data structures (Lect1), ma-
chine translation (Lect2), mechanics (Lect3), population ge-
ography (Lect4), computer architecture (Lect5), and copy-
right law (Lect6). The evaluation is performed on a total of
5.7 hours of transcribed lecture audio.

3.1. Unsupervised Vocabulary Selection

First, we evaluated our proposed vocabulary selection ap-
proach in terms of the reduction in out-of-vocabulary (OOV)
rate it could provide. Evaluation was performed using Lec-
tures 1-4 as transcripts of Lectures 5 and 6 were not available
when this evaluation took place.

3.1.1. Baseline System Performance

Baseline vocabularies consisting of 40k, 90k, and 300k words
were selected from combined corpora of broadcast news, par-
liamentary debates, printed media, and university web data
using the method described in [7]. Using these vocabularies,
the average OOV rate across the four lectures were: 5.6%
(40k), 4.0% (90k), and 3.0% (300k). Adding vocabulary that
occurred in the lecture slides ("Baseline+Slides") reduced
OOV rate on average by 18.2%, obtaining an OOV rate of
4.6% for the 40k case.

3.1.2. Feature-based Vocabulary Selection

First, we selected vocabularies using our single feature score
(section 2.2, eq. 1). The average OOV rate using a 40k vocab-
ularies is shown in Fig. 1. The lowest OOV rate was obtained
using DocCount. The OOV rate using the DocCount feature
is significantly lower than the proposed Baseline vocabularies
even when slides were added. Using the DocCount feature
for vocabulary selection reduced the OOV rate on average by
56.8% obtaining an OOV rate of 2.4% for the 40k case.

Next, we investigated the effectiveness of combining mul-
tiple features for vocabulary ranking. We linearly combined
pairs of features using the linear feature score (section 2.2,
eq. 2) evaluating across all feature combinations. We ob-
served that combining DocCount and VocCount with ! = 0.5
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Fig. 1. Average OOV rate for different features
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Fig. 2. Average OOV rate of vocabulary sizes.

("Doc+VocCount") obtained an average reduction of OOV
rate of 1% compared to using the DocCount feature alone.
GMM-based word ranking did not reduce the OOV rate com-
pared to the linear case (section 2.2, eq. 3). We evaluated all
feature-pairs and although slight improvements were gained
for specific lectures no feature-pairs consistently improved
performance across all lectures. Fig. 2 shows the effective-
ness of our proposed linear score Doc+VocCount compared
to the baseline over varying vocabulary sizes. The proposed
approach reduced the OOV rate by 58.2%, 55.1%, and 57.7%
for the 40k, 90k, and 300k systems. More significantly the
40k vocabulary selected with the proposed approach obtained
a lower OOV rate of the 300k Baseline system, showing the
effectiveness of this approach.

3.2. Lecture-dependent Language Model Adaptation

Next, lecture-specific LMs were trained using the vocabu-
lary selected in section 3.1.2, a topic-independent corpora
(1280M words), consisting of broadcast news, parliamentary
debates, printed media, and web data, and a lecture-specific
corpora (avg. 56M words) consisting of the slides and web
documents collected using the method described in section
2.1. The resulting lecture-specific LMs obtained a signif-
icantly lower perplexity compared to the baseline lecture-
independent model as shown in Table 1. On average the
lecture-dependent LMs reduced perplexity by 23.2%.

3.3. Lecture-dependent Speech Recognition

Finally, we evaluated the recognition performance of our Ger-
man lecture recognition system using the proposed vocabu-
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Baseline Adapt LM
Lecture 1 344.0 261.4 (24.0%)
Lecture 2 352.0 285.7 (18.8%)
Lecture 3 325.0 199.9 (38.5%)
Lecture 4 247.1 210.0 (15.0%)
Lecture 5 274.3 170.0 (38.0%)
Lecture 6 241.3 229.9 (4.7%)

Avg. Improvement - 23.2%

Table 1. Language Model Perplexity (40k Vocabulary)

Vocabulary X XSelection
LM X XAdaptation

Lecture 1 43.1 42.4 42.7 41.0 (5.0%)
Lecture 2 34.9 35.7 34.3 33.9 (2.7%)
Lecture 3 33.4 27.3 34.7 27.5 (17.6%)
Lecture 4 28.3 23.9 28.5 22.7 (20.0%)
Lecture 5 28.4 28.8 25.5 21.2 (25.3%)
Lecture 6 37.4 36.4 37.6 35.7 (4.4%)
Average - 5.8% 1.3% 12.5%Improvement

Table 2. Word Error Rate (40k Vocabulary)

lary selection and LM adaptation techniques. Recognition
was performed using the Janus speech recognition toolkit
with speaker adapted acoustic models. The German ASR
system was trained on 150 hours of audio data resulting in an
acoustic model with 4000 codebooks and a maximum of 64
Gaussian mixtures. Semi-tied covariance and boosted MMI
discriminative training was performed during model training.

We evaluated the speech recognition accuracy of four dif-
ferent systems. The lecture-independent baseline system ob-
tained an average WER of 34.2% across the six lectures used
in this evaluation. When vocabulary selection (described in
section 2.2) was performed using linear feature combination
score (Doc+VocCount) an average WER of 32.4% was ob-
tained, a 5.8% relative reduction compared to the baseline
system. With LM adaptation (described in section 2.3), an
average WER of 33.9% was obtained, a 1.3% relative reduc-
tion compared to the baseline system. Applying both, vocab-
ulary and LM adaptation, led to an average WER of 30.3%,
a 12.5% relative reduction compared to the baseline system.
On average, vocabulary selection obtained higher recognition
accuracy than LM adaptation alone, but the biggest gain was
obtained by combining both, vocabulary selection and lan-
guage model adaptation. Although, the improvement was not
equally large across all lectures the proposed approach always
improved speech recognition accuracy.

4. CONCLUSION

Effective adaptation techniques are required to enable lecture
transcription and lecture translation systems to perform ad-
equately across the diverse topics that occur in educational
and scientific lectures. Our proposed approach solves one of
the key issues in current systems, that of selecting an appro-
priate topic-specific vocabulary for real-time speech recogni-
tion. Using our approach, the OOV rate was reduced by up to
84.9% (on average by 57.0%) compared to a baseline vocab-
ulary. Furthermore by generating a lecture-specific language
model incorporating the retrieved web documents, word error
rate was dramatically reduced, obtaining a WER up to 25.3%
lower than a lecture-independent Baseline.
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